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Email scams rank #1

$676,151.185.00
Business Email Compromise/Email Account Compromise 

This type of fraud targets victims using wire transfers 
as a method for transferring funds, including the 
homebuying process.

Source: 2017 Internet Crime Report



Did you know?



It’s more than just wire fraud 

• Half of all Cyber attacks are targeted at small 
businesses

• It is estimated that businesses will fall prey to 
ransomware every 14 seconds in 2019

• The Average Cyber Attack carries a price tag of 
nearly $3 Million



Easy target?

More than 75% of title professionals don’t
conduct simulated phishing tests. 

June, 2019 - ALTA’s Data & Analytics Work Group



The Cyber Kill Chain



How the scam works?

To: Home Buyer
Dear Homebuyer,

Please send closing funds to Bank 
of Fraud (Routing# 001-
999525741)

Home Buyer
Sends wire transfer to the hacker

Hacker
Takes over agents email account and sends 

fraudulent wire transfer request to home buyer

2

Real Estate Agent
Clicks on link which installs 

malware

1

2
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Reduce your largest attack surface 
your end-users
MortgagePhish Phishing Simulation and Security Awareness solutions, provide unique 
and effective anti-phishing filtering. Reduce successful phishing attacks and malware 
infections by up to 90% with our proven solutions.

• Cybersecurity Training
Engaging and effective security training that covers relevant 
topics for all employees.

• Phishing Simulation 
Put your employee's ability to the test by sending them simulated 
phishing attacks and monitoring their reactions.

• Monitoring & Reporting
Report on training progress and phishing simulation results for a 
full audit trail and to focus your improvement efforts.





Industry leading attack simulation

• The only Phishing simulation platform tailored to 
your industry 

• Simulated attacks that include attachments, 
embedded links, and requests for personal data

• Up to date socially relevant attack simulation 
templates



Advanced attack simulations
With a variety of predefined, multilingual attack simulations (phishing, malware, 
smishing, USB attacks, etc.) you can test whether your colleagues are familiar with 
the dangers of the Internet. Mortgagephish enables you to simulate the full threat 
landscape that goes beyond just simple phishing emails:

• Data Entry Simulations
• Attachment-Based Simulations
• Mobile Storage Device Simulations
• Smishing Simulations (SMS)
• SIEM Stress Tests



Malware simulation testing

• Does your AV detect known Malware downloads?
• Is your SIEM able to trigger activities from this tool?
• Is Malware able to modify System Settings?
• Is Malware able to communicate to external servers?
• Can Malware access sensitive data on the local host or your 

intranet?

You have invested time, effort, and money in defenses. However, employees may still 
execute a malicious file. How do you know your defenses will work? 



Effective security training
Mortgagephish offers more than 100 interactive, web-based Training Modules (videos, 
tests, quizzes, games, etc.) on various security topics, which can be provided to employees 
based on the results of the attack simulations or independently of them. Employees can 
manage their own learning content in the LMS and you can track their learning progress in 
real time. 

• Includes more than 100 interactive training modules, to 
help your employees make the right decisions when 
faced with security threats

• Engages users through hands-on decision-making to 
improve retention and promote long-term behavior 
change

• Is flexible and available on demand to minimize 
disruption to daily work routines



Real-Time Phishing Analysis 

• Text

Report suspect emails 
for instant analysis

Report E-Mails With A Single Click



Track everything!

Real time monitoring: emails opened; link clicks; 
successful attacks; recipient’s operating system; 
recipient’s browser & plugins; plugin & browser 
vulnerabilities; mail plugin results; training stats; quiz 
results; file downloads and file execution or any data 
gathered by the malware simulations.



Sample Attack Scenario from a 
unknown domain sender addressed to 
the user



A successful attack (click-through or 
form submission) automatically enrolls 
the user in Awareness Training.



Email based Attack Scenarios are fully 
optimized for the latest iOS and Android 
operating systems and mail clients



Awareness training is also fully optimized for 
the latest iOS and Android operating systems





Email Reporting
Technical Overview



End users can report suspicious e-mails with a single click to one or multiple e-mail 
accounts and have them forwarded to our incident analysis team.

Report e-mails with a single click



We manage and respond to reported 
suspicious e-mails using a centralized 
management console: Our analyzer allows an 
automated inspection of reported messages 
(header & body). The analyzer includes an 
individual risk score, providing a real-time 
ranking of reported e-mails. 

Real-Time Incident Analysis



The behavioral threat mitigator is a 
revolutionary approach to eliminating e-mail 
risks. It will support the security admin in 
shutting down the attack (e.g., sending an 
automated report to specified abuse team of 
providers involved in the attack).

Threat mitigation 



Classify users with an incident reputation score.

Incident User Reputation Profiles



Seamless report and dashboard integration 
with phishing simulations: identify the users 
who have behaved exemplarily in a phishing 
simulation.

Integration With Attack Simulations



Attack Simulation
Technical Overview



Hackers can use portable media drives to 
gain access to sensitive information stored 
on a computer or network. Mortgagephish 
offers the option to perform portable media 
attacks where a file template (e.g., 
executable, archive, office document with 
macros, etc.) can be stored on a portable 
media device such as USB, SD card, or CD. 
The activation (execution) of these individual 
files can be tracked in Mortgagephish.

Portable Media Attacks



SMiShing Attacks

Smishing is, in a sense, “SMS 
phishing.” When cybercriminals 
“phish,” they send fraudulent e-mails 
that seek to trick the recipient into 
opening a malware-laden attachment 
or clicking on a malicious link. 
Smishing simply uses text messages 
instead of e-mail.



Data Entry Attacks

Data entry attacks can include one or more 
web pages that intercept the input of 
sensitive information. The available web 
pages can be easily customized. Additional 
editing tools allow us to quickly set up 
functions such as log-in forms, download 
areas, etc. 



Hyperlink Attacks

A hyperlink-based campaign will send users 
an e-mail that contains a randomized 
tracking URL.



Mixed Attacks

Mixed attacks allow a combination of 
multiple scenario types (file-based, data 
entry, etc.) in the same campaign.



File-Based Attacks

File-based attacks allow Mortgagephish to 
integrate different file types (office documents 
with macros, PDFs, executables, MP3s, etc.) into 
mail attachments or websites generated on 
Mortgagephish and to measure their download 
or execution rate.



Double Barrel Attacks

This feature makes it possible to send 
multiple phishing e-mails in each campaign, 
with the first benign e-mail (the bait) 
containing nothing malicious and not 
demanding a reply from the recipient.



PDF-Based Attacks

PDF-based phishing attacks can be 
simulated with this module. 
Mortgagephish allows “hiding” 
executable files as PDF attachments 
and measuring their execution. 
Furthermore, dynamic phishing links 
can be also generated within PDFs.



Ransomware Simulation Attacks

Mortgagephish has two different 
ransomware simulations, one of which tests 
the staff, and the other, the infrastructure.



Infrastructure Testing
Technical Overview



Malware Testing

The Malware Simulation Toolkit is an 
advanced malware simulation suite capable 
of emulating various threats. It allows 
Mortgagephish to access an advanced set of 
features equivalent to many of the tools 
employed by cyber criminals. The tool, 
therefore, allows Mortgagephish to perform 
security checks without involving employees 
outside the IT department.



Mail And Web Filter Testing

This functionality provides the answer to one 
of the most important questions in securing 
Internet and mail traffic: Which file types can 
be downloaded from the Web, and which e-
mail attachments are filtered out or not?



Active And Passive Client 
Vulnerability Detection

This feature allows local testing of the client 
browser and detection of possible 
vulnerabilities based on custom JavaScript 
libraries and the browser’s user agent data. The 
discovered plugins can be automatically 
compared with the vulnerability databases (CVE) 
to identify vulnerable devices.
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